SUMMARY This paper presents a knowledge acquisition method using sentence topics for question answering. We define templates for information extraction by the Korean concept network semi-automatically. Moreover, we propose the two-phase information extraction model by the hybrid machine learning such as maximum entropy and conditional random fields. In our experiments, we examined the role of sentence topics in the template-filling task for information extraction. Our experimental result shows the improvement of 18% in F-score and 434% in training speed over the plain CRF-based method for the extraction task. In addition, our result shows the improvement of 8% in F-score for the subsequent QA task.
Introduction
In the Web, there exists a lot of information which can be constructed into knowledge base (KB) by the information extraction (IE) technique. Similarly, in the question answering (QA), knowledge-based QA (KBQA) is efficient in finding some fast and precise answers to questions of users [1] - [3] . Therefore, it is important to construct the knowledge base automatically, not manually, in the QA.
In constructing KB by information extraction, it is critical to define templates for information extraction and to extract the precise information through machine learning. For that purpose, we define templates for information extraction by the Korean concept network semi-automatically. Moreover, we propose the two-phase information extraction model by the hybrid machine learning such as maximum entropy and conditional random fields.
In the following sections, we: (1) present some brief characteristics of machine learning methods used in our method; (2) define templates and template attributes for information extraction by using Korean concept network; (3) construct KB by using template filling; (4) show the experimental results for each phase; (5) describe the conclusion and future works.
Machine Learning Algorithms
For knowledge acquisition, we combined two different machine learning algorithm: maximum entropy and conditional random filed. This section explains the overview of each algorithm and reveals differences between them.
Maximum Entropy
Maximum Entropy (ME, [4] , [5] ) finds the most uniform distribution model given a set of constraints. In other words, it estimates the conditional probability that, given a context x, the random process will output y. A mathematical measure of the uniformity of the conditional distribution p(y|x) is expressed as the conditional entropy:
(1)
The goal of ME is to select a model p* from a set C of allowed probability distribution which maximizes entropy H(p) (2) It has been shown that the ME solution p* is unique and must be in the following form [ 
There are general-purpose optimization techniques such as gradient ascent and conjugate gradient. Recently, another general-purpose optimization technique, the Limited-Memory Variable Metric (L-BFGS) method, has been found to be especially effective for the parameter estimating problem [11] . L-BFGS is a limited-memory algorithm for solving large nonlinear optimization problems. Variable metric methods show excellent convergence properties and can offer substantial savings in storage requirements.
Sentence Topics Based Templates
We adopt the template-filling approach as the knowledge acquisition process. Our knowledge base for the encyclopedia consists of a number of templates, which were semi-automatically built to reflect the most frequently asked themes in user questions and the potential answers in the encyclopedia.
Sentence Topic Hierarchy for QA
The first step in filling templates is to determine sentence topics that represent important characteristics of a domain. Table  6 with 
